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Mikkel Steen Petersen on the Easy
Integration of Four NovoCytes
Mikkel Steen Petersen and his colleagues at the Department of Clinical Immunology at Aarhus University Hospital in Skejby do
both cutting-edge research and important routine analysis. The three NovoCyte Flow Cytometers and the NovoCyte Quanteon have
become the backbone of the lab and are favored by students, lab technicians and researchers alike for the ease-of-use and stability.
By Sine Bak Hansen, AH diagnostics

Flow cytometry leads the way
The Department of Clinical Immunology and Blood Bank at
the University Hospital in Skejby is a busy department. It is
always buzzing with activity and the many professionals doing
both research and important daily work. The research covers
diverse topics, spanning from mesenchymal stem cells to HIV,
yet the common motif is always immunology.
The blood bank is located just downstairs from the lab where
flow cytometry is being used to monitor the quality and characterize blood components, using the four NovoCytes. Mikkel
Steen Petersen lists some of their other work that involves flow
cytometry: “As a clinical immunology lab, we are involved in
transplantations, and we run a large number of diagnostic tests
on patients suspected of immune defects or dysregulation. All
these tests involve analyzing blood samples using flow cytometry,” Mikkel explains.

From the retirement of one instrument to the
purchase of four NovoCytes
The first NovoCyte was bought in 2014, and it was the first
NovoCyte ever sold outside of Asia. “At that time, we were
about to replace an old gamma-counter instrument that had
just broken down. Back then, we typically relied on radioactivity-based assays to provide a coarse measure of cell proliferation,” Mikkel says.
Mikkel came across the NovoCyte by chance and quickly decided to try out the new instrument. “Instead of simply replacing the outdated gamma-counter with a new one, we could
get a brand-new flow cytometer at roughly the same price.
And although the instrument and the associated software were
unproven at that time, the system appeared very accessible. By
performing our proliferation assay on the NovoCyte, we were
able to obtain a much more refined and precise picture of the
type of subsets the cells belong to, as well as how each subset
reacts to stimulation. Flow cytometry provides a very nuanced
picture,” Mikkel says about the thoughts behind replacing the
old radioactivity measurer with a brand new NovoCyte.

“When we received the NovoCyte, it turned out
to be extremely easy to use.”
The NovoCyte shows a whole new level of user friendliness
which made especially the daily routines much easier and
training very fast to complete. “Soon after we received the first
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NovoCyte, we were able to see that the NovoCyte was extremely easy to use for everyone in the lab. On previous flow
cytometry instruments, we had to go through time-consuming
procedures involving manual parameter adjustments every day
before running any actual samples. However, we could immediately see that the design team from ACEA had thought about
this and made the NovoCyte intuitive and easy to use. Starting
up the NovoCyte is fully automated, and literally only involves
pushing a single, green button. Manually adjusting voltages
and gains have become a thing of the past, and the software
is blissfully free of clutter. If you have any prior flow cytometry
experience, you’ll be ready to use the NovoCyte on your own
after 15 minutes. For new users, it’s a matter of hours, not days,
before you can operate it independently,” Mikkel elaborates.
Buying one of the very first NovoCytes produced wasn’t
risk-free. “Back in 2014, the NovoCyte was a completely new
instrument, so we were prepared to deal with a few start-up
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problems. But it was our experience that every time we asked,
‘Is this really how it should be?’, competent people listened.
Whenever we have any problems, we are still being taken
seriously, and that isn’t something you can take for granted,”
Mikkel says about being the test pilot and having the opportunity to influence software developments to fit their needs.

“It is great to have AH diagnostics as a vendor
and service provider. Not only because of their
competence but also their reliability. You can
just give them a call, and technical assistance
isn’t far away. That’s worth a lot to us.”
Because the Department of Clinical Immunology has so many
critical clinical samples, they are especially vulnerable to instrument breakdowns. Therefore, about a year later they got a second NovoCyte, and soon after a third. The fourth instrument,
purchased only last year, was a Quanteon, which is a next-generation NovoCyte. Mikkel says: “We decided to purchase the
Quanteon, rather than any of the other next-generation flow
cytometers out there, for several reasons. With the Quanteon,
there was no need for additional staff training, as it runs on
the same software as the NovoCyte. Also, the Quanteon is a
fairly competitive instrument, with avalanche diode arrays for
enhanced sensitivity and four lasers for a wider selection of
useful fluorochromes.”

It’s all about the NovoExpress software

see the subsets, NK degranulation, and subpopulations in a
way that is easy to read and allows comparisons with historical data. It is all very easy to achieve with the NovoExpress
software.”

“The software is truly outstanding. In my
opinion, NovoExpress currently offers the best
acquisition software solution on the market.”
The software’s ease-of-use is something Mikkel appreciates:
“In a clinical department, where samples are often urgent and
arrive on short notice, it’s a huge plus to have a flow cytometer
that you can simply turn on and be ready for analysis fifteen
minutes later. At the end of the day, you can load the last
samples and tell the software that you’d like the system to shut
down after the run – and then go home. Cleaning, decontamination, and shutdown are taken care of automatically,” Mikkel
explains.
The software also allows the user to work on gating, analyzing
and exporting results while the instruments is acquiring –
which means that the lab technicians have often finished data
analysis by the time the last sample has been acquired. “Before
the NovoCyte, data acquisition and analysis were done separately. Now, we can do both simultaneously, which is a real
time-saver,” Mikkel continues.
“In my opinion, the NovoCyte is a solid instrument, and the
acquisition software is truly outstanding and well beyond the
competition,” Mikkel concludes.

The clinical work rarely ends when a sample has been run. The
data must be analyzed and interpreted, and the results must be
presented in a format and a context that the diagnostics team
can relate to. Mikkel explains how the NovoExpress software
solves this: “The software is designed to simplify data export
to downstream laboratory information management systems
(LIMS). For instance, tables, statistics, flow plots, and graphics
can all be exported by simply right-clicking. Our LIMS-system
then picks up these files, and the medical team just logs on to

Your Local Contact
For more information on NovoCyte, contact:
Lisbeth Hansen, Ph.D.
Flow Cytometry and Cell Analysis
lha@ahdiagnostics.dk

Flow Cytometers
NovoCyte® and NovoCyte Quanteon
The NovoCyte Flow Cytometer is a high-performance bench top cytometer designed for users of all levels. As the latest addition to this very
successful platform, Acea Biosciences introduces the most advanced
Flow Cytometer on the market today - the NovoCyte Quanteon.

Demo
available

• The NovoCyte has up to 3 lasers with the possibilities for 17 parameters. The NovoCyte Quanteon has 4 lasers and up to 27 parameters.
Both systems come with different configuration options.
• The NovoCyte platform is well known for its intuitive software; in the
NovoCyte Quanteon the software has been upgraded with cell proliferation module and heatmaps, among other things.
• Load-and-go option with NovoSampler Pro and NovoSampler Q. With
the NovoSampler Q you get a system that is lab automation friendly
with open architecture and developer ready API.
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Sonia Gavasso’s Visionary Call to Action
Researcher Sonia Gavasso, PhD, from the Neuroimmunology Lab at Haukeland University Hospital in
Bergen, Norway anticipates that mass cytometry, or cytometry by time-of-flight mass spectrometry (the
technology used in Fluidigm’s Helios™ system), will help to align diagnostics with current biological understandings of diseases where therapies are directed at immune system modulation.
By Fluidigm, edited by Sine Bak Hansen, AH diagnostics

Defining immunotherapy approaches
Sonia Gavasso and her team are interested in getting a view
of the immune system and how it behaves during therapy.
“One out of three people die from cancer and it’s increasing,
so something has to happen. There’s a real need for single-cell
analysis technologies that revolutionize what we can do in
research to translate into clinical diagnostics and monitoring.
With CyTOF® technology,” she continued, “we can go much
deeper into whole system immunophenotyping to see where
the medications actually work and where the antibody binds
and has an effect. This is a completely new, holistic way to look
at and monitor the immune system.”

like cryoimmunotherapy and stem cell transplantation. “We
have just invested in Hyperion™ Imaging System to expand our
mass cytometry capabilities with imaging mass cytometry.”

“We believe new and emerging technologies
will allow us to move from mostly empirical decisions to tailored treatments enabling fast and
early decisions regarding response. It would be
the holy grail, even before treatment starts.”
“We have had a Helios™ system since 2015 and it’s running
really well.” Gavasso holds great hopes for mass cytometry,
citing around 20 major cryobanks collecting cell samples for
mass cytometry applications in cancer, rheumatic, neurological
and central nervous system diseases and advanced therapies

Helios Mass Cytometer
Helios™
In Mass Cytometry (Cytof), cellular targets are labeled with metal isotope-tagged antibodies and detected as well as quantified by time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Metal
isotopes provide minimal background noise from signal overlap or endogenous cellular
components compared with traditional fluorochrome-based Flow Cytometry. 135 available detection channels ensure an ongoing ability to add more parameters, enabling you
to fully study the functional complexity of biological systems at the single-cell level.
• Comprehensive: Accelerate insight into mechanisms with a comprehensive view of cell
phenotype and function
• Powerful: Obtain the most actionable information from your sample
• Proven: Trusted by translational and clinical study researchers around the world to power
life-changing insights into human health
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Helios’ advantages over flow cytometry
The visualization in mass cytometry data is a major plus for Gavasso.
“With mass cytometry, we’re finally getting a view of the elusive immune response in immune therapies. Disease systems are so complex.
It’s great that we can look at a certain cell but not lose information
about what other cell types are doing, or where they are within the
immune system,” she said.
“Previously, this type of information was difficult to obtain in a single
analysis with flow cytometry, and mass cytometry clearly expands
our horizon,” she noted, “so we can monitor complexity.” Her team
reported debulking in leukaemia during kinase inhibitor treatment as
early as seven days after starting. They also saw where a medicinal
antibody binds and in which cell subtype. “It is unprecedented. We
would not do this on the flow cytometer. There are too many tubes
that are difficult to combine, and you need a lot of controls.”

“Mass cytometry has amazing potential. I don’t want
to use the word ‘revolutionize’, but it’s close to it.
This is the first time we can clearly monitor the whole
immune system for a really broad view of what’s going
on and what we should do.”

More Information with
Less Sample
ProcartaPlex Luminex assays
Perform comprehensive studies of biological systems – quick and easy.
Ultimate flexibility: Customize your own
panel from an extensive list of different
biomarkers to fit your exact needs.
Preconfigured panels: More than 70 optimized panels are available with commonly
investigated biologically- and disease-defined
biomarkers.
Free data analysis software: Analyze your
data easily with intuitive and free software.

Gavasso works collaboratively with bioinformaticians to develop novel
methods of analyzing data from the Helios™. Her group works closely
with lab mathematicians on topology, studying spatial properties preserved through stretching, crumpling, bending and twisting of objects
to verify methodological usability.
Cytobank™ is a boon, especially for studying the clinical dataset
needed to integrate with information from the mass cytometer. “In
previous clinical studies, we had to manually select cells and parameters of analysis. With the CyTOF® technology, we have made exciting
improvements in our analysis pipeline,” she added. “Mathematicians
here in Bergen actually come to us now asking for datasets.”

The Right Antibody to
Match Your Needs

A new perspective

Choose from more than 70,000 monoclonal and polyclonal primary and secondary
antibodies from various suppliers.

Mass cytometry for higher-parameter analysis of precious samples
offers a number of advantages. “Personally, I was excited to let go
of the two-dimensional flow cytometry approach,” she said. “Mass
cytometry is amazing, but some people find change difficult and are
reluctant to go high-dimension, saying, ‘We’ve been doing things this
way forever. It works, so why change now?’” Gavasso’s answer: “Mass
cytometry is not just equal to the methods they’ve been using, it’s
actually much, much better.”

Antibodies

We offer an extensive range of antibodies
for your field of interest
• Cancer
• Cardiovascular
• Drug discovery
• Immunology
• Metabolism

Your Local Contact

• IVD approved

For more information on Helios, contact:
Lisbeth Hansen, Ph.D.
Flow Cytometry and Cell Analysis
lha@ahdiagnostics.dk
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Gergana Popova and Nicolas Fritz’ Search
for Cancer Treatments Using Cytation 5
At the Department of Microbiology, Tumor and Cell Biology at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Gergana Popova
and Nicolas Fritz do research on the p53 protein to discover better cancer treatments. For this, BioTek Instruments’
CytationTM 5 along with the BioSpaTM 8 have proven to be extremely useful to both research teams.
By Sine Bak Hansen, AH diagnostics

Extensive focus on the p53 protein
The Karolinska Institute is a massive place of knowledge and
research. Gergana is a PhD student and works with Professor
Sonia Lain, and Nicolas is a Senior Research Specialist with
Professor Sir David Lane’s research team. Both are part of the
Department of Microbiology, Tumor and Cell Biology where
they do basic research on tumor biology to find new drugs to
treat cancer.
Common for both Gergana and Nicolas is that they are
interested in one particular protein, p53. They each research
this important protein differently. Nicolas explains the reason
behind his research: “P53 is a very important transcription
factor for cell and/or organism survival; it is also the most mutated protein in cancer. Around fifty percent of cancers carry
mutations in TP53, the gene encoding p53. It is thus a very
important protein for protection against cancer and we want to
find new ways of activating it in the type of cancer where this
could be therapeutically beneficial.”

“Basically, we are trying to treat cancer using
the p53 protein.” - Nicolas
Gergana tells about her team’s research on the p53 protein:
“We are trying to find molecules that can be used as therapeutic drugs for treatment of cancer. By screening for p53 activators, we have found interesting molecules that are inhibiting
an enzyme called dihydroorotate dehydrogenase, DHODH.
DHODH is part of a pathway for synthesizing some of the
building blocks of DNA and RNA. Modifications of these
activators can lead us to molecules we can base treatment
on.” When a drug is discovered, testing begins to improve it for
cancer treatment.

Two teams, many different needs, one
extremely versatile instrument
The Cytation 5 is a multiplex platform and is used for cytotoxicity experiments in adherent cells or spheroids, and it is used
by both research teams. Nicolas describes how the instrument
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Nicolas Fritz

fits in their workflow: “Depending on the experiment, we grow
cells in the wells of 24-, 48- or 96-well plates. Being able to
choose is a nice feature, although we most often use 96-well
plates. We then treat the cells and run them on the Cytation 5
to observe them over a period of time, which can be very long.
The instrument can handle several people working on it at the
same time which is essential to us because it would otherwise
mean that we would have to run fewer experiments; and that
would get us nowhere.”
It is possible to use different objectives and channels (bright
field/phase/fluo), depending on the assay. The recordings take
place over days or weeks, and new recording are usually started every few hours. The possibility to use different objectives
and channels is exploited to the fullest as Gergana and Nicolas
use the instrument for very different purposes.
Nicolas explains that he has mostly used the instrument for
fluorescence and imaging: “I have now started working with
tumor spheroids experiments, so instead of suspension or
monolayers of cells you grow your cells together to make a
little tumor in the dish. You observe how it builds up and how it
breaks down with different treatments.”

Live Cell Analysis

“It really is a great system for performing experiments in many plates and wells at the same
time. Especially because you can look at many
different phenotypes simultaneously while multiplexing.” - Nicolas

of time. Then, with easy programming, you decide when you
want the plate to be read or imaged by the Cytation 5. This
is really great and makes this step of the workflow so much
easier for me. Ultimately, we want to couple our Cytation 5 to
a washer dispenser, which will allow even more automation.”

Nicolas elaborates on his appreciation of the instrument. “Part
of the reason we acquired this system, is that it is very versatile. While I’m mostly making use of the fluorescence and live
imaging abilities of the system, the versatility of the system is
really exemplified by how Gergana works with the instrument,
which are for completely different purposes.

“Without the BioSpa 8 and the multiplexing
possibilities it would have put some very unfortunate restraints on our research. The versatile
system really helps all of us with our many different needs in our daily research.” - Nicolas

Gergana explains: “For my experiments I have used the imaging mode of Cytation 5 to do microscopy. I work with already
fixed cells, so it’s just staining and not live cell imaging.”
Although her needs change, the instrument is still perfectly usable in her research. “I’m now using the fluorescence part for
imaging, and for plate reading I mostly do absorbance. I also
know that some of my colleagues are planning to do experiments with luminescence. It is really amazing how versatile and
easy to use the instrument is despite having so many possibilities and features.”

“The software is extremely user friendly, and I
really like that.” - Gergana

Pairing the Cytation 5 with the BioSpa 8 for
even more features

Besides coupling the instrument with reading of absorbance
and luminescence, to Gergana, an important feature is the
ability to pair it with a proper microscope that is easy to
handle, especially useful if you are not a microscopy expert.
She explains: “I haven’t done imaging with classic microscopes
and I can say that you can get quality images and still get very
good data with Cytation 5 without needing extensive training.
However, when I needed any kind of support, help has been
quick and extensive.”
The Cytation 5 is also easily paired with the BioSpa 8 Live Cell
Analysis System, which both Gergana and Nicolas have used
to do cytotoxicity and scratch wound assays, even though it
is still a rather new feature for them. Nicolas explains: “We
are using the BioSpa 8 more and more now. It has been a
little hard to get started up with the system, because we have
moved location and we have lacked the time to get the system
up and running properly. However, it has already proven to be
very valuable for us.”

One of the reasons the research groups invested in a Cytation
5 besides its versatility, is that it has the ability to be paired with
other instruments like plate washers, dispensers and of course
BioTek’s BioSpa, turning it into an autonomous automatic
system. Gergana explains how easily this is done: “Basically,
you just ask the instrument to do your work. You just put your
plate into the BioSpa 8 for incubation for the required amount

Your Local Contact
For more information on BioTek, contact:
Anja F. Frederiksen
BioTek Instruments Specialist
aff@ahdiagnostics.dk

Automate Your Live Cell Assays!
Link your BioTek Cytation imager/reader with BioSpa 8 automated incubator for full
workflow automation.

CytationTM 5 Cell Imaging Multi-Mode Reader

BioSpaTM 8 Automated Incubator

• Fluorescence, brightfield, color brightfield and
phase contrast

• Uncomplicated software and simple
integration with imager/reader (and/
or washer/dispenser)

• Imaging from 1,25x to 60x
• 4 microscopy color channels – choose
between 21 different light sources
• 4-zone incubation up to 65⁰°C

• Unattended workflow automation for
up to 8 plates/vessels
• Real time temperature and CO2 /O2
control, with humidity monitoring

• CO2 /O2 control and angled injectors available
• Automated image capture
• Automated Z-stacking, image montage and
time-course imaging
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Automatically Create Reproducible Scratch Wounds
AutoScratch™ Wound Making Tool

NEW!

AutoScratch™ is a fully automated scratch tool that can be used to prepare cell
migration assay plates for imaging.
• Supports Corning/Costar 96-well
and 24-well plates
• Fully automated scratching

• Easy tip replacement
• Low CVs
• Imager independent

• Fully automated cleaning

Is Your Woundhealing Assay Ready for Improvement?
AccuWound® 96 scratch tool
Then look into the possibility of combining the xCELLigence platform with the new
AccuWound 96 scratch tool. With this combination you get:

NEW!

• 96 identical and uniform wounds, with just a simple turn of a knob.
The AccuWound 96 works with both the SP and MP platform.
• Simple data acquisition and kinetic analysis. You are able to read 96 wells in
15 seconds and track the migration/wound healing unceasingly.
• Exceptional reproducibility. The objective and continuous monitoring of the
xCELLigence instruments, combined with the precision of AccuWound 96 scratch
tool, gives you data of supreme quality.

Count Cells Without Disposables
CellDrop™ Cell Counters
With unique DirectPipette™ Technology that eliminates plastic slides and glass
hemocytometers from routine cell counting. Dual fluorescence and brightfield
optics, variable height sample chamber, and powerful, easy-to-use analysis
software. Standalone instrument with touchscreen and compatible with barcode
reader and label printer.

NEW!

• AO/PI - Fluorescence Cell Counting and Viability
• Determine yeast cell number and viability using FDA/PI
• Label-free total cell counts with brightfield
• Combined Measurements of Brightfield, AO and PI measurements

Demo
available

• Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP)
• Assess transfection efficiency using the Green Fluorescence Protein

Fluorescence Probes and Assay Kits for Cellular Analysis
CYTO-ID® Red/Green long-term cell tracer kit
Great for cell viability, cytotoxicity, cell adhesion, cell migration and cell fusion assays:
• Tracer dye is not toxic to cells and the dye is well retained by cells for up to 96 hours after
loading and is passed to daughter cells through mitosis
• No transfer of fluorescence to adjacent cells
• Does not covalently modify proteins - normal physiological responses are better preserved
• Co-stain with other CELLESTIAL fluorescence dyes
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How Dorte Bekkevold Improves
Fisheries with Genotyping
Supporting the focus on sustainability and efficient fisheries management, Dorte Bekkevold and her team of dedicated colleagues at DTU
Aqua contribute by doing population genetics on Fluidigm’s BioMark HD to determine how many fish the ocean can spare us without putting a strain on the eco system. The process is however not yet standardized but with the great results it provides, it is worth fighting for.
By Sine Bak Hansen, AH diagnostics

Genetic stock structures determine how to fish sustainably

Enter the BioMark HD
The idea to try out the BioMark HD originated from the fishing authority across the
Atlantic. “We got the idea to try out the
BioMark HD from Seattle, USA, where
they use it in connection with salmon
fishing to do river conservations and
preserve the natural stocks. Therefore, it
was not hard to imagine that the BioMark
HD could be used in a similar way for us,”
Dorte says about the thoughts behind
purchasing the instrument back in 2013.

Being the National Institute for Aquatic
Resources, DTU Aqua conducts research,
provides advice, educate at university
level and contributes to innovation in
the sustainable use and management of
aquatic resources. One of the things they
give advice about on a European scale is
sustainability regarding fish populations
and overfishing.
Their advice is based on several factors,
and some of these can be found and analyzed using the BioMark HD to establish where the caught fish – namely herring
in this instance, originate from. Dorte Bekkevold explains:
“One of the things we do is identify and describe the genetic
stock structure. A herring is not just a herring. Herring migrate
and the ones that are caught originate from many different
places and populations, and it is our job to determine where
exactly.”
She elaborates on how they came to use SNP Panels for this:
“We needed to develop methods that enables us to identify
what you can call genetic fingerprints, which will give us data
on the different populations and their strengths to help us
determine when and where to fish sustainably.” For that they
needed a new platform for analysis of SNP Panels with multiple
markers.

Dorte Bekkevold

“We are really happy that we started out with
this platform as it turned out to be exactly what
we needed.”
The process from fish to result is long. It begins with a standard
collection of samples that is being carried out under the EU
regulations of data collections. The fish are then shipped to
DTUs department in Lyngby, where they weigh and measure
the fish. They take extract a small sample from the fin of the
fish, put it in sprit and send it to Dorte Bekkevold’s team at
DTU Aqua in Silkeborg.
Here, the samples are handled in the lab, where they extract
DNA and analyze it with SNPtype Genotyping Assays on the
BioMark HD with the chosen panel of markers. The results ►►►

The Multi-Application Platform without Compromise
Biomark HD system
Fluidigm’s revolutionary integrated fluidic circuits (IFCs) has empowered research by
automating reactions in nanoliter volumes since the first version in 2006. Biomark HD
lets users run entire projects from research to validation to routine screening on a single
system with the flexibility and consistency necessary for today’s biological research.
• Flexible: Throughput from 144 to 9216 datapoints. Measure gene expression, miRNA,
proteins, SNP’s, and copy numbers, among others
• Sensitive: Down to single cell sensitivity
• Fast: One technician can produce up to 147.456 data points/day
• Efficient: Low reagent use in nanoliter chambers and little hands-on time
In the Nordic, there are more than 30 installed Biomark systems which are used in a broad
variety of applications and research fields. Please call our team to learn more about this
unique instrument used in agbio, breeding, pharma, genotyping, and much more.
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from the BioMark HD end up at Dorte Bekkevold’s desk and it
is expected that the information soon will be directly implemented into the advice regarding sustainable fishing to the
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea.

you can customize your panels by changing markers to suit
your needs,” Dorte says. “Here, the BioMark shines, which is
also a reason that the break-through in the process of standardization should be a priority,” she finishes.

“We have had it for six years by now and
besides being really reliable and easy to use,
it is also a robust instrument that rarely makes
a fuzz.”

“We are very popular because we can deliver
data quickly. That is in much part thanks to the
BioMark that allows us to react immediately
when we need to.”

On the bridge of a break-through with
genetic-based results
Your Local Contact - Jutland & Funen
Dorte explains the wish for a standardization of this method:
“The use of genetic-based results is not yet a standard in the
counseling of the International Council for the Exploration of
the Sea, but it is something we work towards as we see a real
benefit in connection with our advice about sustainability and
fishing quotas.” She explains how genetic-based results are
better: “The genetic methods are much better than most other
methods to identify where the fish originates from. It is just
much more precise.”
Besides genotyping, the instrument has also been used for
eDNA and gene-expression studies, so the instrument needs
to be versatile. “The BioMark HD fits our needs well. All of us
who work here at DTU Aqua have different projects, so the
instrument needs to be flexible and easy to adjust as well as
handle samples of a lesser quality. It is a necessary feature that

For more information on BioMark HD, contact:
Kristoffer Jensen, M.Sc.
Product Specialists Molecular Biology
klj@ahdiag.dk

Your Local Contact - Zealand
For more information on BioMark HD, contact:
Thomas Carlsen, Ph.D.
Product Specialists Molecular Biology
tca@ahdiag.dk

High Quality Microplate Reading and Washing
800TM TS Absorbance Reader & 50TM TS Microplate Washer
Versatile microplate reader and washer for many applications, including ELISA,
protein and cytotoxicity assays, plus kinetics and cell-based assays. The 50 TS
washer can also be used for bead-based assays.
• Color touchscreen for quick programming and simple operation
• Reader available for 340 to 750 nm reading in 6-384 well plates, plus shaking
and incubation
• Washer available for 24-, 96-, and 384-well plates and microwell strips, plus
buffer switching, biomagnetic separation, and vacuum filtration

Upscaling Your DNA/RNA/Protein Quantification?
Take3TM Micro-Volume Plate and SynergyTM LX Multi-Mode Reader
With the Take 3 Micro-Volume Plate and the Synergy LX Multi-Mode Reader, quick quantification of several nucleic acid and protein samples can be
performed in a single run.
• Absorbance and fluorescence measurement capability
• 16 or 48 2 μL samples can be analyzed in one run
• Run fluorescence based DNA/RNA concentration assays in 96- or 384well plates
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Demo
available
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Brilliant III Ultra-Fast qPCR and qRT-PCR Master Mixes
Real-Time PCR (qPCR) Master Mixes
Brilliant III qPCR and QRT-PCR Master Mixes are more sensitive and faster via the quick-activating hot start and the engineered Taq-mutant. Brilliant III UltraFast gives you shorter cycle
time while maintaining amplification efficiency, dynamic range, and detection sensitivity.
Perfect for researchers who want their data faster without compromising quality. More
resistance to common qPCR inhibitors such as whole blood or NaCl. Optimized fast cycling
formulation. Preblended formulations compatible with any sequence-specific probe detection chemistry and instrumentation.

Free
sample

Use the xCELLigence RTCA for Bacterial Biofilm Studies
ACEA Bioscience xCELLigence for Biofilm applications
Demo
available

Although developing drugs to treat or prevent biofilms is of critical importance,
traditionally used assays for studying biofilms, are often futile, and with a low
throughput. More significally, they only provide end-point data.
With the xCELLigence RTCA system for Biofilm studies:
• You get an assay that is fast, reliable, easy to use, and non-time consuming

Label
free

• You can search for bio-actives that interfere with biofilm formation – or remove
preformed ones
• Label-free and totally automated

Struggling with DNA or RNA Purification from
Hard-to-Lyse Samples?
NucleoSpin®
Are you excluding biodiversity via your sample preparation or just having trouble
with PCR-inhibitors?

Free
sample

1. Pick the right kit for your sample type - individual and convenient solutions
2. Pick the right beads or bead mix - optimal and efficient sample homogenization
3. Get up to 60% more RNA and DNA compared to standard extraction methods

Cell Counter and Analyzer
CASY TTT
Comprehensive Cell Status Monitoring label-free, with outstanding precision
and reproducibility. Performing reproducible cell-assays requires comprehensive knowledge of your cells‘ condition – including absolute cell count, viability
and aggregation status. With the CASY TTT, you can study.
• Mammalian Cells. Precise Counting &
Cell Seeding Control

• Biomass Determination. Cell Prolife
ration & Biovolume, simultaneously

• Bacteria. Monitoring Cells, Debris and
Aggregates

• Monitor Proliferation Inhibition and
Cell Death

• Yeast. Cell Quality Monitoring & QC

• T-Cell Monitoring

Demo
available
New
software
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RNA - do it right!
Tailor-made solutions for different starting materials with superior reproducibility,
reliability and matching format.

Free
sample

NucleoSpin® RNA Mini Plus kits

XS column

• Short preparation time – filtration of lysate and gDNA removal with only one
column
• Efficient lysis – no ß-mercaptoethanol or TCEP necessary

NucleoSpin® RNA XS kits
• RNA isolation from small samples – even down to single cell analysis
• Funnel-shaped XS column – elution in just 5-30 μL

Mini-column

Versatile formats to fit your specific workflow
Mini spin column for microcentrifuge tubes (1.5 mL or 2 mL). A
funnel shaped thrust ring is holding
a silica membrane of 2.0 mm diameter for xtra small elution volumes

Midi column for gravity-flow
(NucleoBond® Xtra / NucleoBond®
PC technology) or 15 mL midi spin
columns for centrifuges

Superparamagnetic
beads

Mini spin column for microcentrifuge tubes (1.5 mL or 2 mL)

Liquid reagent solution

Mini spin columns in
8-well strip format

NucleoVac 96 Vacuum Manifold
High Throughput made easy
Try our easy-to-use, manual vacuum manifold and purify 96 samples in parallel, while
concentrating on your next step.

Fluorometers and Assays with Outstanding Sensitivity
DeNovix spectrophotometer/fluorometer
Once you have tried the Denovix DS-11 series you won’t go back.
• Microvolume and cuvette absorbance plus fluorescence
• The most accurate and sensitive spectrophotometer on the market
• Designed by one of Nanodrop’s™ founder
• Measures non-stop with auto-run
• Easy to use “no introduction” software for new users
DeNovix Fluorometers and Assays Combine for Unmatched Sensitivity
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Demo
available

Mini spin columns in
96-well plate format

Gene Editing and Validation

The cSeries: Workhorse Imagers for Every Lab
cSeries™ Imaging Systems
Big performance, small footprint, incomparable value.

Demo
available

• Best-in-class sensitivity, dynamic range, and signal-to-noise ratio in an easy-to-use,
compact instrument
• Enjoy visible imaging, chemiluminescence, visible fluorescence, IR fluorescence,
and blue light excitation
• Use it on gels, blots, plates, tissues, small animal models, and plants

First Multi Module Scanner
Sapphire Biomolecular Imager
Experience the optimal imaging solution with this next generation imaging
scanner. The Sapphire Biomolecular Imager has three instrument modes with
the opportunity to get the full package including chemiluminescent and phosphor imaging upgrades.
• Image your blots, gels, phosphor screens, and plates
• 3 instrument modes with up to 4 lasers from visible fluorescence to NIR
• 6.1 MP CCD imaging for true chemiluminescence detection
• Single and multichannel protein detection

Optimize Targeted Genome Workflows with Agilent
CRISPR/Cas9 Libraries
SureGuide CRISPR/Cas9 Libraries
Interested in working with CRISPR but need a more focused panel of genes?
Pre-validated CRISPR a/i subsets with gene targets from UCSF relevant to disease-related research in the area of:
• Kinases, Phosphatases, Drug Targets
• Cancer and Apoptosis
• Stress and Proteostasis
• Mitochondria, Trafficking, Motility
• Gene Expression
• Membrane Protein
Over 200,000 guide templates in each library serve to control any of over 18,000
human genes in CRISPRi and CRISPRa experiments to provide comprehensive
coverage of the human genome. Synthesized with the industry’s lowest error rates
to ensure consistent performance and reliable gRNA preparation. Available as
Ready-to-Amplify and Ready-to-Clone Libraries. Available for mouse and human.
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IHC and FISH - Single to Multiplexed

Hyperion for Highly Multiplexed Imaging
Hyperion™ Imaging System
The Hyperion Imaging System uniquely combines a
precisely directed laser beam (1 μm) to collect biological samples stained with metal-tagged antibodies
and directs these tags for analysis with proven CyTOF
technology (see page 5).
With Imaging Mass Cytometry™ (IMC™) you can
deeply interrogate tissues and tumors at subcellular
resolution while preserving the information in tissue
architecture and cellular morphology to uncover new
biomarker correlations and cell interactions.
With the ability to utilize up to 135 channels to detect
additional parameters, the Hyperion Imaging System is
ideal to meet your image analysis needs today and well
into the future.
• Comprehensive: Highly multiplexed immunohistochemistry (IHC) using proven CyTOF technology in
a single scan
• Contextual: Identify new protein biomarkers and
deeply profile tissue microenvironments at subcellular resolution while preserving the information in
tissue architecture and cellular morphology
• Powerful: Preserve precious samples and reduce
variability by eliminating dependency on serial
sections

CE-IVD Approved Antibodies and Reagents
Antibodies and Reagents
Cell Marque has a wide range of primary antibodies for your clinical lab.
• More than 350 CE-IVD approved antibodies
• HiDef detection™ system for higher sensitivity
Histocyte is now a part of Cell Marque and specializes in CE-IVD controls
for IHC. These controls are made of cell lines grown like tissue. This makes
Histocytes’ controls slides superior in morphology and consistent like cell
lines.
• Dynamic range controls for e.g. HER2, PDL1, ROS1
We can now provide you with H&H portfolio from Sigma-Aldrich and
thereby offer the complete Histology and Hematology workflow.
• Chemicals, stains and dyes, cell separation media, microscopy supplies
etc.
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IHC and FISH - Single to Multiplexed

In Situ Hybridization for All Your Needs
FISH and CISH Analysis
Discover more than 200 different probes for identification of genetic aberrations
e.g. translocation, deletions, amplification and chromosomal aneuploidies
• The ZytoLight® system uses directly labelled FISH probes, and eliminates the need
to detect the probes with fluorophore-coupled antibodies
• The FlexISH® products gives you the flexibility to choose between a 1-day
(2 h hybridization) or a 2-day (overnight hybridization) protocol by adapting the
hybridization time according to your individual needs
• The ZytoDot® and ZytoDot® 2CTM products are designed for the detection of
aneuploidies, gene amplifications or gene deletions and translocations by
Chromogenic in situ Hybridization (CISH) in FFPE tissue sections, cell samples,
blood or bone marrow smears, and metaphase chromosome spreads
• The ZytoFast® products are designed for fast detection and discrimination of
human pathogen viruses, e.g. HPV, EBV, CMV, and the determination of lymphocyte clonality by detecting Ig-κ and Ig- light chain RNA by CISH in FFPE tissue
sections and cell samples

HPV Genotyping in Less Than 1 Hour
The human papillomavirus (HPV) is identified as the major risk factor for cervical
cancer and it is the third most common cancer in women worldwide. Recently, the
relevance of HPV in oropharyngeal cancers has become more important which
is indicated by a risen number of cancers of the oral cavity and pharynx linked to
HPV

Demo
available

• The VisionArray® can detect 41 HPV genotypes in less than 1 hour

High Sensitivity, Low Background, True Results
Antibodies and Detection Kits
Enzo’s complete set of tools improve the quality and efficiency of your IHC process from start to finish. Avoid ambiguity with high-sensitivity and low background
reagents that are compatible with manual and automated platforms. Combined
with the market’s most extensive palette of unique chromogens, Enzo provides the
flexibility needed for simple and complex protocols.
• More than 1000 validated antibodies e.g. p16INK4, Ki67, and HER2
• High performance detection kit
• MULTIVIEW® for detection of up to 4 antigens
• POLYVIEW® for customizing with chromogens of your choice
• SAVIEW® 5-10x more sensitive than ABC detection, suitable for IHC multiplexing and for ISH application
• HIGHDEF® Unique palette of chromogens - perfect for IHC multiplexing
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